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With 2020 continuing to be an unpredictable year, third-quarter sales for North

America's number one video borescope company mirrored forecasted figures

from 2019. With nearly every industry and application relying on borescopes for

remote visual inspections, ViewTech Borescopes VJ-3 continues to experience a

steady increase in sales. During September business, two of ViewTech's newest

clients acquired include a composite lumber manufacturer and a Midwest-based

ethanol production group. Read More

INDUSTRY NEWS

Electric Vehicle Maker WorkhorseElectric Vehicle Maker Workhorse
Secures $200 Million in Financing, WillSecures $200 Million in Financing, Will
Add 200 JobsAdd 200 Jobs

Electric vehicle maker Workhorse has
secured $200 million in financing to
add jobs, speed up production and
expand its product offerings. The
company is in the process of hiring 200
people between its Loveland and
Union City, IN, facilities.

READ MORE
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Offshore Oil & Gas Poised for a MajorOffshore Oil & Gas Poised for a Major
ReboundRebound

In a year marked by huge spending
cuts across the oil and gas industry
amid urgently revised budgets and
slashed investments, some analysts
are now expecting a light at the end of
this tunnel, at least offshore. From next
year, Rystad Energy expects offshore
oil and gas investments to rebound,
but there will be a tectonic shift, with
nearly half of that investment going to
floating production and storage.

READ MORE

United Airlines Tests COVID-19United Airlines Tests COVID-19
'Health Pass' to Kick-Start Global'Health Pass' to Kick-Start Global
Travel AgainTravel Again

United Airlines will test a digital health
pass as part of a global pilot program
designed to accelerate a safer opening
of international borders and kick-start
global travel. The CommonPass
system is a nonprofit initiative backed
by the World Economic Forum and
Swiss-based foundation The
Commons Project.

READ MORE

Inspection Software Evolving to All-In-Inspection Software Evolving to All-In-
One QMS Solutions for Practical DataOne QMS Solutions for Practical Data
ManagementManagement

Those of us on the march towards
Quality 4.0 in our manufacturing
companies are grappling with the
challenge of producing high quality
parts with a minimal investment of time
and resources into new inspection
methodologies. Additionally, there's the
overwhelming data management
aspect.

READ MORE

UPCOMING TRADESHOWS

ASNT Annual ConferenceASNT Annual Conference
November 9-12, 2020
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Virtual

NAAA Ag Aviation ExpoNAAA Ag Aviation Expo
December 7-10, 2020

Savannah, GA

SEE THE VJ-3 SEE THE VJ-3 IN ACTIONIN ACTION

Our most advanced scope yet from the RVI experts
who brought you the VJ and VJ-Advance.
Text Lin
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